
More than 660 global customers & over 3.5 million licensed 
end users trust us & develop with Neptune DXP

Transform your Business & IT
into an innovation powerhouse 
with faster app development 

Develop apps faster
Up to 80% reduction in app
development effort

System flexibility
Host anywhere and use with existing
architecture

Rapid time to market/value 
 Create and build what you need, when you
need it, as fast as you need it

Centralized launchpad
One common User Experience through
your launchpad (entry point) of choice

www.neptune-software.com

Neptune DXP & Low-Code Benefits

The leading enterprise app 
development platform Neptune DXP

Enable your business and  citizen
developers with easy tools and skills
to build and simplify complex
business processes, while IT keeps the
governance.

API integration
Integrate all systems through one
platform via API-based integration

Keep costs low
Reduce dependency on expensive
middleware

Simplify business 
processes

Automate application building with
speed and ease. Thanks to brand new
functionalities you can have Neptune
DXP build a working application from a
sketch or a picture. This takes
prototyping to a whole new level
with our App Builder.

Automate application
building Integration is tough at the best of times,

but our unique capability around SAP
native design as well as the capacity to
expose the world to the non-SAP
environment makes it simpler than ever
before. This means no longer requiring
expensive middleware solutions that not
only need expert skills but are also prone
to constant upgrades like SAP itself.

Reduce dependency & cost

Continue with innovation despite the push by SAP to move from ECC to SAP S/4HANA.
Companies are looking for the ability to make the transition at their own pace while
innovating in parallel. Neptune Software helps with this by future-proofing the
backend landscape. Not only can you transition from ECC to S/4, but you can also
transition from SAP to any other ERP system without any impact on your front-end
applications or user adoptions. Innovation at your pace, not theirs.

Innovate at your own pace
Build apps once and deploy them 
 anywhere. Develop only once for
all your OS platforms whether it
is Desktop, iOS or Android. Have
your applications run on handheld
devices like a Zebra scanner, if you
choose. If it has an API, you will be
able to talk to it.

Deploy anywhere

https://twitter.com/neptsoft
https://www.linkedin.com/company/neptune-software
https://www.instagram.com/neptunesoftware/
https://www.youtube.com/user/NeptuneSoftware
https://www.neptune-software.com/

